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Figure 1: The examples of the triplets detected by Negative Noisy Sample Detection that do not appear in the training set.

Appendix
This supplementary document is organized as follows:

• Implementation Details in Sec. A.

• Qualitative results of Neg-NSD in Sec. B.

• Influence of the cutoff distance in Pos-NSD in Sec. C.

• Different sample statistics in each component of NICE

in Sec. D.

• Potential Negative Societal Impact in Sec. E.

A. Implementation Details
NICE Training Details. In Neg-NSD, we used model

Motifs [4] as OOD detection model Fnsgg. The training set-

tings (e.g., learning rate and batch size) follow the same

settings of [2] under PredCls task, except that it was trained

with only foreground samples. In Pos-NSD, we used a pre-

trained Motifs [4] provided by [2] as F
p
sgg to extract triplet

features (cf. hk
i in Eq. 4) under PredCls task. The number

of divided subsets was set to 4. In NSC, the a, b and c were

set to 1, 0, and 10, respectively. Note that although we used

two Motifs models (one is an off-the-shelf model) in NICE,

we only need to try NICE for one time, and then we can use

the obtained cleaner annotations for any SGG models.

SGG Training Details. Since NICE is a model-agnostic

strategy, thus, for different baselines (e.g., Motifs [4] and

VCTree [3]), we followed their respective configurations1.

B. Qualitative Results of Neg-NSD

In Figure 1, we visualized some “unseen” visual rela-

tion triplet categories mined by Neg-NSD that never appear

in the original VG dataset. Some of these triplets that are

easily overlooked by the annotators, such as the relation

against between bike and bike, or the relation along
between rock and street. These harvested new visual

relation triplet categories increase both the number and di-

versity of samples in tail categories.

C. Influence of the Cutoff Distance in Pos-NSD

In the Pos-NSD module, we followed a previous cluster-

ing algorithm [1]2 to divide all positive samples into multi-

ple sets based on the local density. This clustering algorithm

is based on the assumption that cluster centers are charac-
terized by a higher density than their neighbors and by a
relatively large distance from points with higher densities.

1We utilized the SGG benchmark provided by [2] for all baselines.
2The clustering algorithm does not divide the samples into subsets from

noisy to clean like us in Pos-NSD. It only makes the features of samples of

the same cluster be close to each other, and be far away from other clusters.
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Figure 2: A toy example of the clustering results of hundreds of

randomly generated samples. The clustering results for cutoff dis-

tance dc ranked at 50% and 1% , respectively. 1) Left: Sample

distribution. Different colors correspond to different clusters, i.e.,

two clusters for dc at 50% and one cluster for dc at 1%. 2) Middle:

Local density ρ and distance δ figure for clustering center decision.

3) Right: Local density distribution. The color from dark to light

represents the local density from small to large. The cluster cen-

ters are circled in red.

To clearly understand the influence of cutoff distance dc
on the final clustering results, there are two important con-

cepts: local density ρ and distance δ. Specifically, for each

sample i, its local density ρi is the same as Eq. (5) in Pos-

NSD, and its δi is defined as:

δi =

{
minj:ρj>ρi

(dij) , if ∃j s.t. ρj > ρi,

max (dij) , otherwise .
(1)

Thus, if sample i has the largest local density over the whole

set (i.e., all samples with the same predicate category), δi
represents the farthest distance between two samples in the

whole set. Otherwise, δi represents the closest distance be-

tween sample i and the sample j, and sample j is a sample

with a higher local density (i.e., ρj > ρi).
Based on the two concepts (ρ and δ), we can refer to

Algorithm 1 to cluster all samples. Firstly, we select the

clustering centers according to both local density ρ and dis-

tance δ, and then cluster the remaining samples according to

distance δ. Specifically, for the selection of clustering cen-

ters, they all have large local density ρ and distance large

δ, as mentioned in [1]. Smaller cutoff distance dc is more

likely to lead to multiple samples with large local density

ρ and distance large δ, resulting in multiple cluster centers.

As shown in Figure 2, when the cutoff distance dc is small

(ranked at 1%), there are two samples with large ρ and δ,

so two clusters are generated; while when the dc is large

(ranked at 50%), there is only one sample with ρ and δ, so

only one cluster is generated. For the other samples, they

are arranged according to local density ρ and then assigned

to cluster of sample nearest it with a higher local density

i.e., the cluster of the sample with which δ is calculated,

and the results are displayed in Figure 2(right).

In this paper, our purpose is only to detect all noisy sam-

ples (in different clusters), rather than dividing these sam-

ples into multiple semantic clusters. Considering the distri-

bution of local density ρ and distance δ in Figure 2, ρ has

better discrimination of noisy samples, while δ does not.

Hence, in Pos-NSD, we directly adopt K-Means algorithm

to divide different subsets according to the degrees of noise

(local density ρ). To prove that small cutoff distance can

better detect the samples at margin (noisy samples) of each

cluster, we show the distribution of local density in Figure 2.

As shown in Figure 2, when the cutoff distance dc is small,

local density is arranged from small to large in two centers,

and the local density intervals of the two clusters are con-

sistent. However, when the cutoff distance dc is large, al-

most one cluster has a smaller local density interval than the

other, leading the entire cluster with a relatively small local

density interval to be considered as noisy. Therefore, set-

ting a small cutoff distance dc and judging the noise degree

according to local density ρ can distinguish noise samples

located in different semantic clusters.

D. Different Sample Statistics in Each Compo-
nent of NICE

In this section, we made a statistics on the number of

training samples of the cleaner version of training dataset

after the NICE training. Specifically, the number of differ-

ent categories after applying each component are reported

in Table 1 and Figure 2. Based on these results, we have the

following observations:

1. Overview: As each module is stacked, the sample

number of head categories with less informative predi-

cates decreases significantly, while the sample number

of tail categories with more informative predicates in-

creases, which can alleviate the long-tail distribution

to some extent.

2. Neg-NSD: After performing Neg-NSD on the original

dataset, the number of samples in some tail categories

(e.g., covering, covered in and painted on)

increases in Table 1 (# 2) (92.3k vs.5.6k).

3. Pos-NSD: As reported in Table 1 (# 3), only the num-

ber of clean positive samples (not in the noisiest sub-

set) is reported. Compared with the body and tail cat-

egories, more noisy samples in head categories have

been screened out (95.5k, 15.0k and 15.9k decreases

in head, body and tail categories). This is because the

predicates in head categories always have multiple se-

mantic clusters, and the total number of samples at the

margin of each semantic cluster is greater than that of



Figure 3: VG dataset statistics in different modules of NICE.

Algorithm 1: Clustering

Input: Distance matrix Dk = (dkij)N×N ∈ R
N×N ,

cutoff distance dc, local density threshold ρc
and distance threshold δc for screening

cluster centers.

Output: Clustering Category for each sample

{ci}Ni=1.

// Calculate local density ρ
for i = 2, 3, · · · , N do

ρki =
∑

j 1(d
k
c − dkij)

Arrange {ρi}Ni=1 in descending order and get a new

index {qi}Ni=1 that satisfies ρq1 ≥ ρq2 ≥ · · · ≥ ρqN
// Calculate distance δ
for i = 2, 3, · · · , N do

δqi = dmax

for j = 1, 2, · · · , i− 1 do
if dqiqj < δqi then

δqi = dqiqj , nqi = qj

δq1 = dmax, nq1 = −1
// Select the cluster centers

k = 0
for i = 1, 2, · · · , N do

if ρqi ≥ ρc and δqi ≥ δc then
cqi = k, k = k + 1

else
cqi = −1

// Clustering the other samples

for i = 1, 2, · · · , N do
if cqi = −1 then

cqi = cnqi

predicates in the tail categories with only single one

semantic cluster.

Components Sample Number

# N-NSD P-NSD NSC head body tail total

1 � � � 240,672 51,095 5,551 297,318

2 � � � 240,672 51,095 92,256 384,023

3 � � � 145,142 36,072 76,286 257,500

4 � � � 198,326 77,872 107,825 384,023

Table 1: The positive sample number of head, body and tail predi-

cates after superimposing each component of NICE in VG dataset.

The third row (#3) shows only the number of clean positive sam-

ples.

4. NSC: After applying the NSC module, the number of

some samples in tail and body predicates is further in-

creased, as shown in Table 1 (# 4 vs. #2) (77.9k vs.

51.1k and 107.8k vs. 92.3k). The reasons may come

from that the semantics of predicates in the head cate-

gories often overlap with multiple predicates in tail cat-

egories, which increases the likelihood that the noisy

samples of each semantic cluster are assigned with

cleaner labels in tail categories.

E. Potential Negative Societal Impact
There are two possible potential negative societal im-

pacts of our NICE: 1) Since OOD detection model in Neg-

NSD will assign new triplet categories to all detected noisy

negative samples, the assigned triplet categories may be un-

reasonable, such as 〈woman-eating-plate〉, 〈person-

eating-person〉, and 〈child-eating-wire〉. After

equipping SGG models (trained with these unreasonable

annotations) into some downstream tasks (e.g., image cap-

tioning or question answering), these unreasonable triplets

may have a misleading impact on human cognition of liv-

ing habits. Of course, this situation can be easily avoided, as

long as we add some constraints about the generated triplet

categories, such as filtering out all impossible triplets cat-

egories. 2) Since the basic target of Neg-NSD is mining



missing annotated triplets, it can harvest much more train-

ing samples without any threshold constraints (e.g., predi-

cate confidence). Accordingly, a larger amount of training

samples will be generated. If all these low-quality training

samples are used for model training, it may lead to a huge

waste of computing resources. Similarly, we can manually

set some thresholds to control the number of generated sam-

ples and avoid this negative impact.
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